The Gatehouse is available for luxury mini-breaks, honeymoons and private let.
Featuring two octagonal turrets, Tudor brick walls, an 16th century oak carved
spiral staircase, and rare ornamental plaster work, as well as all modern comforts.
The Gatehouse is one of England's most secluded and luxuriously appointed
romantic hideaways. The Gatehouse has been nominated for ‘Best
Accommodation’ at the Hudson's Heritage Awards. We have also been awarded
the top luxury ranking of 5 stars by Shropshire Tourism.

Upton Cressett Hall, Bridgnorth, WV16 6UH
Tel: 01746 714 616
E-mail enquires@uptoncressett.co.uk

The Gatehouse at Upton Cressett is one of the
finest Elizabethan gatehouses in the country, often
compared to the Tower at Sissinghurst Castle in
Kent in which Vita Sackville-West created her
library and wrote her many books.
Prince Rupert, nephew of Charles I and
commander of the royalist troops, hid in the
Gatehouse during the Civil War (arriving with a
troop of •a 'hundred royal horse' according to local
accounts) and the top floor bedroom - looking out
across the deer park - slept in is named after him.
A set of linen tapestries in the Gatehouse by
Adam Dant, known as 'The Four Seasons of
Prince Rupert', celebrate his life as a soldier, naval
commander, print-maker and scientist, as well as
his visit to the Bridgnorth area in the Civil War.
The property - with separate suites on different
floors has been refurbished to a luxuriously high
standard with all modern comforts – including
new Lefroy Brooks bathrooms, WiFi, cable
television and underfloor heating – that blend in
with such historic features as original carved oak
spiral staircase, mullion windows, ornate sixteenth
century plaster work, Tudor fireplaces, oak floors,
panelled bedchambers
and the historic halftester bed in which
Baroness Thatcher slept
during her two night stay
in 1994.
The dining room has a hand-painted Tudor
ceiling by Adam Dant and an original north
European refectory table which seats ten.

The Gatehouse has been featured on the
cover of Country Life and was admired by
Nikolaus Pevsner. The Gatehouse is entered
through imposing entrance gates which lead
into a medieval apple garden with a fountain
that evokes the atmosphere of the Elizabethan
Age when Richard Cressett built the
Gatehouse during the reign of Elizabeth I.
The best architectural description of The
Gatehouse is by the architectural historian
Jeremy Musson, formerly Architectural
Editor of Country Life. A copy is available to
read on-line.
‘With its twisted and moulded chimneys and
diapered brickwork mellowed by age, the
building presents a beautiful picture. There
is a detached gatehouse with a turret at each
of the inner angles; in one of these is a
staircase of solid oak blocks, leading to the
upper rooms in which Prince Rupert... slept’
H.E Forrest, The Old Houses of Wenlock.

Although open to the public and for group tours, the Hall and Gatehouse remains
very much a lived in family home as well as a working environment for artisans.
Lady Laura's millinery studio is also open for clients and visitors by appointment.
See: www.lauracathcart.com.

Prince Rupert took refuge in the Gatehouse in the Civil War whilst escaping the
Parliamentary army. Others who have stayed or visited Upton Cressett throughout
its colourful and romantic history include King Edward V, •Charles I, Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher, Boris Johnson, Sir John Betjeman, John Piper, diarist James
Lees-Milne, novelist Sebastian Faulks and Elizabeth Hurley.

“The Gatehouse is one of the
most romantic places I’ve ever stayed”
Elizabeth Hurley

